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Data Visualization Tricks
A column of numbers can be over-

Figure 1

whelming for nonfinancial people.
Recently I was helping create a report to
show projected fund balances over the
next 30 years. The numbers were going
to trend up and then slowly trail off.
With a sea of digits, however, it was difficult to see the peak and the change in
trend. In this month’s article, we will see
how the data visualization tools in Excel
can help show trends in data.
Figure 1 shows the visualization tools
available in Excel 2010. The Data Bar,
Icon Set, and Color Scale were introduced in Excel 2007. These tools were
improved slightly in Excel 2010 with the
introduction of the Star icon set (cells
O3:O12) and the Up/Flat/Down icon set
(cells P16:P24).
The default data visualization tools are
found in the Conditional Formatting
dropdown on the Home tab. Applying a
default visualization is easy. Select the
entire range of numbers, open the Conditional Formatting dropdown, then hover
over Data Bar, Color Scale, or Icon Set to

number, the more color in the cell. The

charts are scaled so that no color means

see a flyout menu of choices. Select your

largest value in the range has color

the cell has a value of zero, which means

choice, and the visualization is applied.

across the full width of the cell. In Excel

the smallest value in the range still has

2007, the smallest number would get no

some color in it if it’s greater than zero.

Column C shows a data bar. Each cell
gets a tiny bar chart. The larger the
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color. In Excel 2010, however, the bar

Column F shows an icon set with

customize a visualization:

Figure 2

1. Select the cells that contain the
visualization.
2. Open the Conditional Formatting
dropdown. At the bottom of the
dropdown, select Manage Rules.
3. In the Conditional Formatting Rules
Manager, you will usually see a single
rule. Click Edit Rule.
4. The values for each range can be
specified using a percent, percentile,
number, or formula.
three icons. By default, Excel calculates

at all. His reaction was “Why would you

the range between the max and min of

mark $2.5 million in red?” While we

based on absolute numbers instead of

the data. That range is split into three

could have customized the range for

percentiles. After clicking Reverse Icon

subranges. Values in the lower third are

each color using the Manage Rules dia-

Order to get the gold star assigned to

marked with a red icon. Values in the

log, there was an easier solution—switch

the lowest rank, you can adjust the

middle third are marked with a yellow

to one of the two-color scales in the fly-

numbers so that the gold star applies

icon. Values in the higher third are

out menu. Column L shows a color scale

only to items that were ranked as #1.

marked with a green icon.

that moves from yellow to green.

Column I shows a color scale using

In Figure 2, the icons are assigned

Showing Only
the Best Icon

red to yellow to green based on the size

Moving Beyond the
Default Visualizations

of the value. Various shades of each col-

All of the visualizations in columns C

ery to get stars on only the items that

or are used. Of the three types of data

through L require only three mouse

peaked at a #1 rank. There are two rules

visualizations, this one did the best job

clicks and use the default settings for

applied to this range. First, apply the

of showing that the funds were project-

the visualization. There are far more

icon set and format as shown in Figure

ed to peak in row 13. But the manager I

settings available to customize each

2. Then apply a new rule for cells >=2. In

was working with didn’t want to use red

visualization. Follow these steps to

three colors. The cell color changes from

Cell range O3:O12 employs some trick-
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Figure 3

c ont inue d from p age 53

this rule, apply no special formatting. Go
back to the Manage Rules dialog for that
range and choose the checkbox for Stop
If True on the first rule, as shown in Figure 3. This makes sure that all values
greater than or equal to 2 get intercepted by Rule 1 and have no formatting
applied. Only the cells with values of 1

a new column to the right of your num-

rule and choose the checkbox for Show

get to move on to the icon set rule.

bers. The formula in cell P16 of Figure 1

Icon Only (refer to Figure 2).

is =SIGN(O16-O15). The SIGN function

Data visualizations allow you to quick-

Using the New
Up/Flat/Down Icons

will return a 1 for positive (i.e., sales in-

ly show trends within the data. By going

creased compared to the previous year),

beyond the default settings, you can

The icon set with symbols for up, flat,

a -1 for negative (i.e., sales decreased),

have more control over the colors or

and down, introduced in Excel 2010, is a

and 0 if the value is 0 (i.e., sales

icons applied to each range. SF

little tricky to use. By default, it works

remained flat). Since P16:P24 contains

like any icon set, which could be confus-

values ranging from -1 to 1, the default

Bill Jelen recently published his 33rd

ing to users. Instead, you’ll usually want

settings for the icon set automatically

book, Learn Excel 2007-2010 From

to use this set to compare a value to the

show the down symbol for negative, the

MrExcel with 512 Excel Mysteries

value preceding it (i.e., comparing sales

flat symbol for 0, and the up symbol for

Solved. Send questions for future

totals from 2011 to those of 2010). Add

positive. The last change is to edit the

columns to IMA@MrExcel.com.
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